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Local Business Profile: Golden Hearth Bakery Co.
Is there a finer aroma than that of fresh, baked
bread? Not only does it smell intoxicating,
but it also appeals to our other senses with
its warmth, golden perfection and incredible
taste. It’s no wonder so many people are drawn
to bakeries! Golden Hearth Baking Co. is
no exception. It is truly one of the gems of
Kitchener’s downtown core. But this natural,
organic bakery owned by Aura Hertzog and
Tim Simpson is famous in its own right.
Golden Hearth opened its doors at 343 King
St. E., across from the Kitchener Farmers’
Market, in the spring of 2007. Since then
it has quickly established a reputation for
wholesome, artisanal baked goods and
developed a loyal clientele. The bakery makes
about a dozen different types of bread from
scratch, using quality, local ingredients and
Tim’s own sourdough starters which act as a
natural leavening agent.
Some of their specialties include Olive Fougasse,
a southern French olive bread that looks like a
tree; Epi, a French stick made up of small leaves;
Rosemary Foccacia; and the related Schiacciata
con l’uva which features fennel and sweet grapes!
And then there are the classic loaves such as Whole
Wheat Multigrain; Whole Wheat Rye; Brioche,
a melt-in-your-mouth egg bread; and Aura’s
favourite, Flax Raisin Walnut Bread. In addition
to the breads there is a tantalizing selection of
cookies, squares, tarts and croissants.
Golden Hearth Bakery was all part of a vision
that Tim and Aura had way back when. The
two met in Toronto where they were attending
a Chef Training Program at George Brown
College. Both were influenced by French

chefs and worked in Vancouver for a couple of
years before deciding to move to Kitchener with
the goal of opening up their own bakery.
“Our vision was to use wholesome, organic
continued on page 2
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Local Business Profile continued

ingredients as much as possible,” says
Tim adding that sourcing local products
was also paramount. “Oak Manor Farms
fit our mandate perfectly because their
grains are both local and organic”, he
says. From the very beginning Golden
Hearth has been using rye, whole-wheat
and spelt flours from the Oak Manor
Farms mill near Tavistock. It’s operated
by the Reibling family, primarily by
father and son Dave and Perry. In
addition, Golden Hearth use eggs from
OK Egg Farm north of Elmira, as well
as local honey and dairy products. “We
were definitely inspired by Foodlink’s
Buy Local Buy Fresh program,” says Tim.
Golden Hearth has also participated in Taste Local! Taste Fresh!
for the past two years.
Finding the right location for their business was another crucial
aspect of Tim and Aura’s vision. “We certainly could not see
ourselves in a strip mall,” jokes Aura. When the couple learned
about a pizza place for sale right across from the Kitchener Market,
they knew it would be a good fit for their business venture. An
added bonus was the three hearth ovens that came with the place.
Tim explains that a hearth-style oven contains a large stone at
its base which facilitates the high temperatures and heat transfer
which ultimately produces a desirable crust.
Tim is as much a scientist as he is an artist, recognizing that
microbiology plays a big role in his discipline. He has two
sourdough starters, one spelt and one rye, that he must feed twice
per day with water and flour. Because it is all very scientific, he
spends a great deal of his time doing calculations to determine
the quantities of ingredients required to produce the desired
yield of loaves. He is also acutely aware of the many other
factors that affect the delicate nature of bread making such as air

temperature, humidity, subtle variances
between different batches of flour and
even the amount of naturally occurring
yeasts that are present in the air.
While Tim is the chief bread baker, Aura
focuses more on the sweets and pastries
which include such delicacies such as
chocolate pecan squares, Belgian crackles,
buttery shortbreads and chocolate-filled
croissants. She also handles the business
end of things and serves customers at the
front counter. The bakery currently has
one other full-time employee as well as a
co-op student who is learning the ropes.
Golden Hearth also sells a selection of local, organic foods
including Oak Manor flours, jams, spreads and fair trade coffees
and teas as well as their own granola. They sell their bread and
baked goods to a growing roster of food retailers and restaurants in
the area. Amongst the Foodlink family Golden Hearth products
can be found at Exhibit Café, Whole Lot-a-Gelata, Dana Shortt
Gourmet, Seven Shores Urban Market & Café, Oakridge Acres
Country Meat Store, Eating Well Organically and Vincenzo’s.
The life of a baker is not always an easy one; the work can be
difficult and the hours long. On a typical Saturday Tim starts
at 2 am and bakes about a dozen different types of bread and
over 200 croissants. But for Tim and Aura it is a labour of love.
For these artisanal bakers, their work provides an outlet for their
boundless creativity, as they continue to develop and refine their
own signature recipes. One of the biggest rewards of their work
is that it has enabled them to be in charge of their own destiny,
granting them the freedom to “walk their own path”. Their life
philosophy as well as their commitment to local and organic is
reflected in their business venture. Perhaps this is what has made
Golden Hearth Bakery the success that it is today. 

Finding Fresh Bread and Locally Grown Grains in Waterloo Region
Foodlink’s 2008 Buy Local! Buy Fresh! Map features a number of farms close by that sell fresh baked bread and locally grown grains.
Please call for hours and availability. In addition there are many fine local retailers and restaurants that also sell bread and grains.
Faul Farms
1180 Wrigley Rd., Ayr
Tel: 519-632-7678

Baer’s Organic Beef
2669 Carmel Koch Rd., Baden
Tel: 519-634-8623

Winroe Gardens
221 Katherine St. North, Winterbourne
Tel: 519-664-0556

Oakridge Acres
2132 Greenfield Rd., Ayr
Tel: 519-632-7653

Laepple Organic Farm
2298 Bleams Rd., Shingletown
Tel: 519-634-1033

Woodside Country Farm
Produce Market
770 Hawkesville Rd., St. Jacobs
Tel: 519-664-2726

Oak Manor Farms
756907 Owford County Rd #5
Tavistock
Tel: 519-662-2385

Herrle’s Country Farm Market
1243 Erb’s Road West, St. Agatha
Tel: 519-886-7576
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Rising Stars: The Story of Breadmaking
The importance of bread in our lives can be
neatly summed up by noting its central role
within the family - the breadwinner brings
home the money and, by implication, one’s
daily bread. Back in the Stone Age, the
breadwinner was likely female for it was the
women who harvested the grains (later sowing them in the first attempts at agriculture)
and made solid cakes from barley and wheat
ground by hand with a mortar and pestle.
The crushed grains were mixed with water
and cooked on a flat stone over a fire, yielding a tooth-defying hard “bread”.
With the advent of rudimentary grinding stones, more delicate flat breads began
to take shape. Flour, water and salt were
kneaded together into a dough before being
shaped by hand and baked. Since the fermentation time was short, and no leavening
was added, the breads did not rise. Across
many cultures, these early breads were the
staff of life – Indian naan, Mexican tortillas,
Middle Eastern pitas, and Iranian lavash are
all examples of the flat bread style.
At some point, a lump of dough must have
been forgotten or left too long before baking,
and a miraculous transformation occurred.
The dough grew in size, became bubbly, and
released a fruity, alcoholic smell – the first
steps in the fermentation process. Baked
over the fire, the true power of this dough

Certified Organic
Proudly Canadian
756907 Oxford Co. Rd. #5
R.R.1 Tavistock, ON
(519) 662-2385
www.oakmanorfarms.ca

became obvious as it yielded an
expanded, lighter-textured bread
with more flavour. Some perceptive breadmaker would have realized that if you set aside some of
this sour dough and added it to a
new batch of flour, water and salt,
the resulting bread would rise in
exactly the same manner as the
previous one. While these early
bakers would have marvelled at
the magical properties of their
dough, the leavening was simply
due to wild, air-borne yeasts that
grew rapidly in the moist, warm
dough environment.
Over the course of time, starter
cultures for bread would also
originate from yeast strains developed in the fermentation of
fruits and grain for the production of alcoholic beverages. This practice was particularly important for northern Europeans in
the middle ages who made their bread - and
grog - from local grains like soft wheat, rye,
barley, oats, and millet. The resulting round
flat loaves were frequently used as edible
plates upon which one’s stew was served.
Through much of history, a person’s social
station could be discerned by the color of
bread they consumed. The darker the bread
(and therefore flatter and denser),
the lower you ranked. This was because white flours required more
processing and were therefore more
expensive. They were also harder
for millers to adulterate with fillers and lesser quality grains. Today,
we have seen a reversal of this trend
since darker, multigrain breads are
more expensive and highly prized
for their taste as well as their nutritional value.
It was not until the invention of
the microscope and the subsequent
work of Louis Pasteur in the late
1860’s that yeast was identified as

a living organism and the agent responsible
for alcoholic fermentation and dough leavening. It soon became possible to isolate
yeast in pure culture form, and by the beginning of the 20th Century, commercial production of baker’s yeast was in full swing.
While almost anything can be added to the
dough to create an infinite variety of breads,
a good loaf always begins with the four pillars - flour, water, yeast and salt. For dough
to stretch and rise, it needs a hard wheat
flour rather than the soft variety used in
cakes and pastry. Hard flour contains more
of the proteins gliadin and glutenin that,
when combined with water, form gluten.
During kneading, the gluten strands become
stronger and more elastic, forming a tangled
mass of protein strands. The leavening
agent, yeast, is a live, single-celled fungus,
of which there are about 160 species. When
dormant yeast is introduced to warm water
and flour, it begins to feed on the sugars in
the flour and produce alcohol and carbon
dioxide gas as waste products. While the
former is released into our noses as the distinctive aroma of rising bread, the CO2 gas
gets trapped in the tangle of gluten strands.
As more gas is released, it pushes against the
strands causing the dough to push upwards
continued on page 4
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Beginner Whole Grain Bread
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Continued from page 3

and outwards. Salt is introduced during the mixing of flour, water,
and yeast in order to temper the rate of fermentation and to provide
some control over the development of the dough. Salt also contributes to strong gluten formation and desirable flavour. In the process
of baking the dough into bread, the heat-sensitive yeast die, halting
any further gas production, while the starches in the flour harden
and maintain the risen, airy structure of the bread.
The art of making good bread requires many steps to occur before
and after the formation of the dough. The processes of mixing, fermenting, shaping and baking all form the basis for creating breads of
superior quality. One of the most important steps is a good kneading technique that develops the gluten and redistributes the yeast
throughout the dough. The dough is generally given a second rising
after being shaped in order to break up clusters of yeast cells and
provide them with more air and food. Factors such as the types
and proportions of flour, rising time, use of a starter dough, type of
oven, dry or moist heat will all determine the quality and flavour of
the resulting loaf.
Today, artisanal bread makers are bringing back the art of making
real bread and resurrecting the flavours and textures of a good crusty
loaf made with real ingredients. They make bread the way it was
done before industrialization, when flours were organic, leavening
was through sour and pre-fermented doughs, additives and preservatives were non-existent, and ovens were fired with wood.
Good, honest, flavourful bread is a food that has been thousands of
years in the making but, in the end, the best bread is the bread that
stays closest to its roots. Let them eat bread! 

Aura & Tim have shared this great recipe for a simple yet
wholesome bread that uses only four ingredients.
What you will need:
• 1 kg of Oak Manor Whole Wheat Bread Flour (or a mix
of hard wheat flour and spelt or rye)
• 660 g water
• 20 g salt
• 7 g yeast
If you prefer imperial measurements you can use the
following quantities: 4 cups flour; 1 ⅔ cups water; 1 tsp. salt
and 2 ½ tsp. yeast.
Method:
In a bowl mix together water and yeast.
Add the flour on top of water and yeast.
Mix by hand and gently sprinkle in the salt while continuing
to mix.
Kneed for 8 to 10 minutes.
Let dough rest covered for an hour.
Take the dough out and fold over itself several times.
Let the dough rest for another hour.
Form the dough into desired shape (will make 1 to 2 loaves
depending on size).
Preheat oven to 425 degrees.
Let the dough rise 30 to 45 minutes.
Score (lightly cut) the dough with knife or blade.
Bake for 25 to 45 minutes (depending on size of loaf ) at 425
degrees.
Top with local honey or apple butter or simply enjoy it on
its own!

